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EUREKA!
Evergreen moment when Ms.Oyin Joseph and Mum Mrs.Joseph visited 
Shanghai, China from Canada in May, 2019 to survey China market 
and to experience first-hand the beauty and wonders of the rate of 
developments in China.They were shown round hotpots in China by 
Mr.Kolawole O.Michael, the Publisher/CEO of BridgeAfrique 
Magazine where they saw truly amazing things that provoked the 
utterance, Eureka, I have found it!
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The growing consensus amongst local 
analysts is that Bigi (a fast-rising 
indigenous brand of soda drinks) will 

steadily and surely relegate the old guard, 
especially Coca Cola, to the backwaters of 
the Nigerian fizzy drinks market. 
Bigi is owned by Rite Foods, a Nigerian 
family-owned conglomerate. The company 
also produces a packaged sausage roll 
product also branded Bigi, itself the number 
2 in the sausage roll market. 
Taking no prisoners: Bigi's robust offensive, 
It is hard to argue that Bigi is not des�ned 
to overthrow Coca Cola et al in the not too 
distant future. 

BIGI VS COCA COLA
THE BATTLE FOR SOFT DRINK SUPREMACY IN NIGERIA

 (First published on LinkedIn)  Tobenna Okoli 

 STATE OF PLAY 
The growing consensus amongst local analysts is that 
Bigi (a fast-rising indigenous brand of soda drinks) will 
steadily and surely relegate the old guard, especially 
Coca Cola, to the backwaters of the Nigerian fizzy drinks 
market. 

Bigi is owned by Rite Foods, a Nigerian family-owned 
conglomerate. The company also produces a packaged 
sausage roll product also branded Bigi, itself the number 
2 in the sausage roll market. 

Taking no prisoners: Bigi's robust offensive, It is hard to 
argue that Bigi is not des�ned to overthrow Coca Cola et 
al in the not too distant future.

Best-in-class pricing: Notwithstanding its "high quality", 
Bigi drinks are arguably the cheapest in the market. Case 
in point is the 60cl PET bo�le which it sells at a 33% 
discount to Coca Cola's. 

Distribu�on might: For all the accolade it gets for its 
products' quality and price, the secret to Rite Food 
success lies more with its distribu�on might. Those who 
are old enough would recall that the owners of the 
company have their business roots in distribu�on. They 
held the West African distribu�on franchise for Agfa 
products. Through this franchise, they honed their Pan-
Nigeria distribu�on acumen. Their foray into food – 
sausage rolls first, and now beverages – is leveraging 
heavily on the preexis�ng distribu�on infrastructure-
built decades before. 

Strong capitaliza�on: According to its most recent claim, 
Rite Foods has invested no less than 30 billion naira in its 
beverage business. A lion share of the amount would 
have gone to Bigi soda drinks. The investment which is a 
li�le shy of $100 million is very respectable in any 
economy, to say nothing of Nigeria.  

Point-of-sale capture: A casual assessment of informal 
retail points (par�cularly hawkers and street kiosks) 
suggests stronger carriage of Bigi drinks than any other 
brand.
 
Local DNA: Whereas its major compe�tors (notably Coca 
Cola and Pepsi) are global brands, Bigi is an indigenous 
brand that exhibits sharper nimbleness in its marke�ng 
and strategy decision making. Also advantageous, it 
appears, is the fact that being owned and run by 
Nigerians, the managers of Bigi know how to "find their 
way" in the rugged Nigerian market be�er than its 
expatriate-led compe�tors. 

Accep�ng the inevitable: Coca Cola has thus far not fallen 
for the tempta�on to engage Bigi in full frontal price war, 
as many have expected. Instead it appears to have 
accepted the reality of Bigi being legi�mate compe��on. 
Its stance is further analysed in the points below. 
Mone�zing brand capital: Rather than price-compete with 
Bigi, Coca Cola has "mone�zed" some of its decades' built 
brand capital by maintaining its premium pricing rela�ve 
to Bigi. What this means is that Coca Cola's so� drinks sell 
for higher prices than Bigi's. By doing this it expects 
consumers to s�ll buy its products because of the 
reputa�on it has built over �me. This has enabled Coca 
Cola retain some of its margins, although at the expense 
of selling lower volumes... 

HOLDING STEADY: COCA COLA'S
TACTICAL RESPONSE 

SCAN TO READ
MORE ON OUR

WEBSITE
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INTERVIEW 

         By Tunde Omitogun of BridgeAfrique Magazine (BAM)

With Mrs Maureen Omeibe Executive Director Degab Groups. 
Vice Chairperson Motorcycle Manufacturers Association of Nigeria. 

1.Can you briefly tell us about yourself?
I am Mrs Maureen Omeibe, a knowledge and skills acquisition 
expert, a business management Professional with a rooted 
interest in Leadership and Women Enterprise Development. I am 
the Executive Director, Degab Groups, an Indigenously owned 
group with arms in Manufacturing, Trading , Properties and 
Logistics.
2.What makes Degab Industries unique and what do you
produce?
Degab Industries a subsidiary of Degab Groups is into 
Component manufacturing, Assembly and sales of Motorcycle, 
Tricycles and Accessories. The Industry runs service centers 
where the diagnosis, repairs and maintenance of tricycles and 
motorcycles are carried out. Degab Industries also delivers 
technical training and in the nearest future will be launching a 
full-fledged Technical Academy for Human capital development 
in the Automotive Industry.
Degab Industries is one of the few indigenously owned 
Motorcycle and Tricycle Assembly in Nigeria. Very close to the 
people, understands the terrain and takes interest in guiding 
mostly African commercial Customers in their enterprise 
decisions.
Being people focused with a strong commitment to the personal 
and commercial needs of the customers formed the foundation 
of the total operational policies of the Company. In-depth 
knowledge of the Market economy and functionality of 
Motorcycles and Tricycles over the years has distinguished 
Degab and had extensively helped the Company to develop the 
best products for the well segmented markets in Nigeria and 
neighbouring Countries .
The Chairman of the Group is Sir Gabriel Omeibe who ran 
consultancies for multinational Companies in Nigeria that scaled 
through to become today major owners of Automotive 
Corporations across  Nigeria , parts of Central , West Africa and 
Dubai.Our focus has been to assemble and distribute fleets that 
can ultimately survive the road conditions in Nigeria and the 
neighboring West African Countries with similar situation at 
affordable prices. Degab Industries had remained committed 
and supportive to the provision of transport services in various 
scales in Nigeria, establishing Courier and Logistics Companies as 
the Major Customers and Clients.
Durability, efficiency and performance remarks all brands of 
Degab Motorcycles. Availability of Spare Parts , skilled Engineers 
and top notch after sales service has helped our sustainability as 
we ensures we offer the best quality in  products and services 
across our Centers.
Customers trust is not traded with any other value in the 
Company.
The Sub Automobile Industry as we have come to note became a 
very porous and  highly competitive one in Nigeria and the 
neighboring Countries with the entrance of varied interest and 
investors in the value chain. But this is a good development for 
the customers.
Just as the Nigerian economy is losing it's boisterousness 
currently and purchasing powers are diminishing within the vast 
majority of the end users (Customers) there is a compulsion on 
customers to pitch their tent with companies that imports and 
assembles below average in standard Machines that may not be 
of best quality and comes with copied spares parts and 
accessories.
We try to guide them to make the best purchase decisions 
because we deal mostly with people using the products to 
support their major Enterprise.
Our choice was to rather maintain and service few Customers 
than compromise on quality and safety of products.
In the long run we realised that this has been our strongest value 
proposition in the Market place. Despite having periods of stock 
out of Degab brands of Motorcycles and Tricycles we still 
bounces back whenever there is availability.
We have established strong Loyalty by offering premium and 
quality Motorcycles and Tricycles and not engaging in any form 
of falsifications.
In Degab Industries customers gets real value for their products.
3.Managing and growing manufacturing industries in Nigeria has 
always been a difficult task, with regards to automation and 
imported competitive substitutes 

a.What made Degab to be successful?
The level attained so far in Degab Industries resides in the in-
depth knowledge of two wheelers and three wheelers product 
and the Company's knack for building products towards the 

 customer's needs. Understanding the Motorcycles and Tricycles 
Motorcycles and Tricycles Market in West Africa, innovation and our 
consistency in the Market place have all combined to present as 
major contributors to our Success.
Going to thirty years , the marketing arm of Degab Groups , Degab 
Commercial Stores Limited has navigated through seasons and the 
toughest of periods in the marketing and sales of Motorcycles and 
Tricycles in Nigeria and  other west African Countries .This 
Consistency, field knowledge and Long years of research has provided 
the technical Team the opportunity to live through all short falls and 
gather relevant experience to forge on through changes in 
Government policies, technology , Competition in the Market.
The Distribution network established by the same Company, Degab 
Commercial Stores has continued to provide Degab Industries relief in 
the sales and distribution of assembled products under Degab 
Industries.
Our products are simulated and developed along the lines of its 
usage. We have launched four major brands of Motorcycles that are 
typically made for various Landscapes In Nigeria.
b.What have been the peculiar Challenges in the growth of 
Automobile and Sub Automobile sector of MAN.
Long term Industrial / Development Funding
Power, Effective regulations and monitoring of the sub sector all 
combined are fundamental in the protection of Investment, 
facilitation of the Federal Governments Industrialization process and 
improving the Country’s GDP through the sub sector growth.
In reality, all in this sub sector are not in the Business for the same 
reasons but in the Motor vehicles and Miscellaneous Assembly, 
having capacity and maintaining optimal utilisation is the greatest key 
to survival and Success. For this to happen there must be an 
expansive market for these products which must include exportation 
in the Nigerian case 
The recent policy of Lagos state Government while is being termed as 
a security and safety measure completely negates the principle of 
Industrialisation.
Speaking as an Individual with fair knowledge of Development of 
Economies I would rather have recommended to the Lagos State
Government to be systematic and strategic with the recent Policy.
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The intention may be right but, the very first step should have been in the direction of partnership with the public sector or the 
manufacturers of these products to administer stringent regulations, sanitize the sub sector and deploy strategic sensitisation on the Riders 
the Public on the use of these products as means of transportation in the Lagos metropolis while gradually introducing  alternatives that will 
not subject the citizens to untold hardship.
That I believe will completely guaranty the security interest of the state and her people. If the interest was genuinely about the citizens’ 
safety, it would have naturally solved the immediate and salient problems and threats posed while all stakeholders gets ready for the next 
phase.
There was a compelling need for readiness on the side of the Government, the Public and Owners of Investments in this sector before the 
enforcement commencement.
There is no iota of coordination and cohesion amongst the Government , the Public Sector and the Citizens of the State from my 
observation as regards this policy and its implementation and this has remained the greatest tragedy of developing Countries.
What have been merely achieved now is punctuating means of livelihood for thousands of Nigerians, creating more grounds for petty, 
careless and organised crimes, killing Industries who were caught up unprepared and increasing hardship for the merely surviving 
population of Lagosians who do not own their own means of transportation. From the recent developments too, it has created new 
businesses for those in Corridors of Power who may not be able to sustain those businesses over time.
Talking about reduction on the number of road mishaps or accidental victims which I believe is one of the specific targets of the policy, good 
roads and provision of affordable alternatives of transportation for less opportuned Lagos residents, is a superior approach to tackle that 
problem. We all know that requires time and monetary resources but if the State Government is determined to make life easy for the 
people in Lagos , it will not take more that two years of intensive road works to get to a point that they can leverage on to commence 
enforcement. Within the two years period they can equally stimulate investments or partner the public sector to provide hundreds or 
thousands of Mini Transit Buses to designated areas in Lagos to cushion the impact of total withdrawal of Motorcycles and Tricycles on 
Lagos roads. Those fully invested in two and three wheelers will naturally seek for the right technological imports to migrate to four 
Wheelers having established Markets for those products.
To the lay man and those who are comfortable enough to afford cars, the total ban on the use of these products as a means of 
transportation is perceived to be the easiest way to prove that Government is doing what is necessary to secure lives and properties, but 
that's not exactly the best or the most reliable approach of achieving the tall dream of an organized and safe metropolitan city.
Prior to the Lagos state policy there is an existing expectation as a matter of the directives of the Automotive Policy which recently 
integrated the Motorcycles and Tricycles and Bicycles Sub sector.
The body of that policy strongly directs operators in this sub-sector to integrate the local content factor and have a full-fledged operational 
Assembly plant with the requisite quality control outfit as a strong foundation for the Development and sustainability of Automobile 
Industry in Nigeria.
This is proving very difficult for most Entrepreneurs in this Sub -Sector for a number of factors.
While a number of Companies are keen and interested in developing the Sub-sector, the Industry, promoting technology transfers, creating 
Jobs and empowering people with skills others are simply lacking the capacity and using various means to import products and sell in the 
same way it landed without adding any value.
This is not entirely their fault. Setting up an expanded assembly plant or going into full-fledged Manufacturing of Motorcycles and Tricycles 
Components here in Nigeria  requires massive investment in Expatriates, Lands, technology, Machineries and  Human Capital development 
but  the Inconsistencies of Policy at both the Federal and State Levels are enough to deter anyone. This is not just the Problem of the 
Manufacturing sector alone. This is a big challenge to the Federal Governments Industrialization Agenda.
As at date also the Nigerian Governments and our financial Institutions unlike their counterparts in Asia and Europe are not well disposed 
to providing tailored financial support to Business Owners with desire and experience to expand their Capacity not just in the 
Manufacturing sector.
c.What do you want the government to do to assist local producers like yours?
First and foremost Government should reckon with the realities of the quantum of contributions made by Motorcycles and Tricycles 
Assembly sub sector to the Nigerian Economy and deliver policies that will encourage local manufacturers to remain in this Country Nigeria , 
utilise their full capacity for an increased job creation and overall GDP .
Reduction on importation of finished products by all and sundry through transparent and effective regulations is another way of 
encouraging Local Assemblies. This can be achieved through strategic collaboration with MAN or sub sectorial Associations like Motorcycles 
Manufacturers Association of Nigeria (MOMAN) and also Motor vehicles and Miscellaneous Assembly Nigeria.
Funding is another major challenge of Operators in the sub sector.
 If Indigenous Manufactures or Assemblers of Automobiles and Sub Automobiles could  secure long term loans with a single digit interest 
rates and some degree of support from Governments in terms of Tax waivers or regularisation, it can be a transformative tool and a catalyst 
in the growth of the sector.
Degab Industries with its current capacity for instance will maximise its operations, empower more Nigerians through skills development, 
technology transfers, employment and equally increase her profitability if such funding opportunity windows are found and accessed. The 
Company has a foundational  technical base to lunch a full Automobile Assembly plant if all investment plans are realised.
Power is another factor that both Governments and all Manufacturers have been battling for decades without finding a lasting solution. 
Energy will remain the greatest cost factor for most manufacturing concerns in Nigeria and one of the major reasons why cost of production 
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 recently integrated the Motorcycles and 

 remained very high in Nigeria.  Our competitiveness in the global Market is diminished as our product pricing remains on the high side. 
Individual Companies with the capacity are providing their own alternatives but never at a cheap cost.
With the above in my opinion i can summarise that the greatest help that the Nigerian Government can offer to local Assemblers and 
Manufacturers like Degab Industries is in ....
Delivering and implementation of the adequate and right regulatory Policies and maintaining consistency.
Investing in the financial sector and partnering International or global finance houses to support the Nigerian Industrialization Agenda This 
will trigger the creation of funds that could be accessed by Local Manufacturers in Nigeria at a very minimal rate.
Solving power problems and Multiple taxation syndrome as well as Transportation and Trade Infrastructures.
4.You mentioned in an International Journal that demands outstripped supply in your Company that you will need fund injection for 
expansion and upgrade of your assembly line, what areas of partnership are you interested in? 
Well for some of us that have been in the industry going to three decades, our market share has expanded beyond what our production 
capacity at the moment can carry.
We had relied in other brands that is not ours to satisfy our numerous and discerning customers some of which are very displeased with the 
development.
We are expanding our outfit and upgrading the machineries / technology in place to enable us refocus on Degab Brands which have suffered 
set back in the last few years due to capacity challenges.
We are open to partnerships and Investors especially as we plan to launch into full Automobile in the incoming years. We have built a track 
record and an Image Capital that endears us to Nigerians and our Global Business Partners.
5.What do you think MAN should do to ensure enabling profiting environment for manufacturing industries?
MAN is doing so much already in the areas of Policy advocacy and  robust engagement of Government across levels in pursuit of defined 
objectives favourable to member companies  and the National Economy. However improvement could be achieved in Integration or 
aggregation of sectorial ideas, challenges and needs in corresponding with the Government and Policy Makers.
But in the overall, MAN should be commended by all for the great courses they have championed over the years to promote the sector, 
attract investment and engineer real growth and National economic development in Nigeria.
In the last few years also MAN has engaged in Increased and qualitative studies and economic  research ,Policy Education and Periodic 
capacity building programmes for her members and all of these aggregated has made the Association one of the Most formidable one in the 
Continent of Africa.
6.What are your plans for your customers, distributors and agents.?
The immediate future of Degab is very promising. We are currently working tirelessly to ensure that our five major Brands are back to the 
Nigerian Market in full force to serve our   trade partners and customers who have been on standby.
For our clients executing various empowerments schemes running for 2020, we will remain ever efficient and ready to assist you deliver 
products to your numerous beneficiaries where ever they are in Nigeria. The expansion of our service centers which is one of our areas of 
Improvement in year 2019 will equally improve our services in 2020 to the leagues of Courier companies partnering with us for the 
maintenance of their fleets of Motorcycles. We will continue to reposition to help businesses save cost and man hour.
7.Any final words to Nigerians on Degab?.
We will continue to be people oriented in whatever we crafts as our products and services. It will always be about you and your dreams.
8.What are the formative decisions and experiences that influenced who you are as a person?
I identified quite early that I wanted to have fair knowledge on almost everything around me. I loved Education or in simple terms, acquiring 
knowledge and applying them. I bellied an unusual desire to know more about the Components of my environment. Growing up as a young 
girl years back I had this strong inclination to solve problems around me. I think amongst other key decisions I took in my formative years, my 
commitment to improvement of my knowledge and skills and ultimately my decision to be solution driven and a change agent are the 
greatest influence of whom I have become today.
9.Can you tell us two or three most remarkable things you’ve ever done in your life?
There are quite a number of unusual things I have done in life but the one that may be striking is when i went completely against my family to 
accommodate a neighbour that suddenly started exhibiting symptoms of insanity and had refused to live in their house but chosen ours. It 
was a very high risk, however, I took it until a plan was drawn to move him to a psychiatric institution with the consent of his Family. It was 
quite a trying few days in my home because he was not a relative, very unpredictable and was disposed to violence.
The next remarkable thing I remembered is going into a contract presentation with four days old baby and losing the contract. Yes that was 
remarkable to me because it was a very demanding and difficult decision but I made it for some professional reasons. My company lost the 
contract though but it was not due to poor presentation but for some reasons I may not wish to share in here. There are quite challenging 
periods as I grew in my Career both at Degab Industries and  Nessa Industries, the previous Company I worked in prior to joining Degab 
Groups. They all commanded levels of critical decisions, but I never hesitated to take those decisions.
10.Aside being a consummate Business Executive, You also play active role in Women and Leadership Development across the African 
continent how do you manage this Combination?
First and Foremost is God's Grace and his gift, then my Family that have been very supportive. I grow up understanding that am versatile 
that's a pure gift from God. I can function in various frontiers. However that has never stopped me from delegating duties.
I am naturally  dedicated and passionate about all the things I engage in and I think this pushes me beyond limits to make all the necessary 
adjustments and sacrifice.

Scan for con�nua�on 
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IGNORE TEACHINGS OF MISGUIDED CLERICS ON COVID -19

 ---Engr Hussaini Sulaiman Tahir (Santuraki Adamawa) Shed Light On Covid19 Pandemic

The Nothern Poverty ratio  has continued to grow and remains a source of concern to the Nigerian government, global institutions and the 

public health sector. A very pertinent challenge continues to be the education of the populace in a constantly changing world. At a time the 

Covid19 pandemic rages and global deaths rates continue to be recorded daily, it has become extremely pertinent that besides 

government's directives and guidelines to Nigerians to keep safe, there is  also a need for healthcare related national information 

management and dissemination from respected traditional institution stakeholders who play a tangible role with influencing the thoughts 

and culture disposition of the masses. In that light BridgeAfrique Magazine's Publisher/C.E.O Kolawole O.Michael spoke with Engr. Hussain 

Sulaiman Tahir, the Santuraki Adamawa via online interview:

BAM: Sir, Can you Introduce Yourself for the benefit of our huge reading audience?

ENG.TAHIR: My name is Engr Hussaini Sulaiman Tahir, a graduate of Mechanical Engineering of Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. A Fellow of 

both the Nigerian Institution of Mechanical Engineers and a Fellow of Nigerian Society of Engineers. 

BAM: What has been your previous work history?

ENG.TAHIR: I worked with both Gongola State Government for 12 years and later another 23 years with the Nigerian National Petroleum 

Corporation and retired in 2015 as Group General Manager Renewable Energy Division.

BAM: After your retirement from the NNPC serving meritoriously, what do you do now?

ENG.TAHIR: I am now a Farmer and Oil and Gas Consultant. 

BAM: How did you achieve the conferment of the honorable position you now hold in Adamawa today?

ENG.TAHIR: My revered and highly respected Emir the Lamido of ADAMAWA HRH Alhaji Dr. Muhammadu Barkindo Aliyu Mustafa, PhD, CFR 

and the Grand Patron of Tabital Pulaaku International, saw me fit and turbaned me the Santuraki Adamawa in July, 2011. 

BAM: What was the specific contribution that earned this turbanment, please share? 

ENG.TAHIR: This I believe was due to my worthy contribution to the development and prosperity of the common man of Adamawa and 

being also a descendant of the royal family of Santuraki Maunde of Gurai dynasty of Kilba Kingdom under Adamawa Emirate.

BAM: What is the symbolism of this title and honor conferred on you?

ENG.TAHIR: The significance of this title is the fact that I am one of those close advisors to the Emir to bring about, promote cultural and 

economic development to the Emirate. Cultural development is so paramount that it is a forger of unity of our diverse ethnic and religious 

backgrounds, which brings about peace and political stability that is a bedrock for economic development and prosperity.

BAM: What is your advice to the Adamawa people (and  Nigerians at large) during this Covid19 Pandemic outbreak?

ENG.TAHIR: My advice to our people on how to behave in this terrible period of covid19 is first and foremost to accept that the virus is real. 

We must ignore the teachings of some misguided clerics who preach to us that this is fake. We should obey the directives of both the state 

and Federal Governments through their medical experts on the need for self isolation at home and shelter for the homeless, the personal 

distancing rules to avoid over crowding, the use of sanitizers after hand washings and most importantly maintaining personal hygiene at all 

times.

BAM: Is there any critical advice to government from you as Covid19 rages?

ENG.TAHIR: I personally request Government agencies maintaining the lock-down directive to please show empathy and exercise 

emotional intelligence in handling of people, especially of the lower/ lowest economic strata. Imagine someone who had to go out to get 

money to feed for the day and suddenly this lock-down.

BAM: Thank you for your views and insights on this sir
ENG.TAHIR: My pleasure.....To be continued on Page 135!

Engr. H.S Tahir,B.Eng(Mech) FIMechE, 
FNSE (Santuraki Adamawa). 
Former GGM Renewable Energy, NNPC
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MEMORABLE IMAGES DURING THE TURBANING OF ENGR.H.S.TAHIR AS SANTURAKI 
ADAMAWA IN JULY 2011 BY THE HIGHLY RESPECTED EMIR THE LAMIDO OF ADAMAWA  
HRH ALHAJI DR.MUHAMMADU BARKINDO ALIYU MUSTAFA, PHD, CFR AND THE 
GRAND PATRON OF TABITAL PULAAKU INTERNATIONAL.

Engr.H.S.Tahir.B.Eng (Mech), 
FIMechE,FNSE (Santuraki 

Adamawa),Former GGM Renewable 
Energy, NNPC. BAM Honorary 

Adviser.
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